
 

 

Pupil Health and Safety Notice 
 
Dear Parents  
 
A number of parents at both Dean Trust Wigan and Lamberhead Green Primary School use the Dean Trust Wigan 
staff car park and turning zone to drop off and pick up pupils before and after school. The car park and footpaths 
within the school boundary are owned, maintained and insured by the Dean Trust. Most people do of course drive 
with the safety of our pupils and local residents in mind. However, there have been three near misses recently at 
the start of the school day, where speeding vehicles have narrowly missed pupils, at marked crossing points on our 
school site and at the top of Greenhey. I have written about this matter in our recent newsletters to highlight the 
issue and also provided advice to families regarding drop off and pick up times, to ensure that they pick up and 
drop off away from school site and Greenhey. I know that a number of Primary school parents who walk their 
children to school via the Dean Trust Wigan route, and local residents share my concerns that pupils are being 
placed at unnecessary risk due to the actions of a minority of drivers. Our monitoring has evidenced that the issue 
is particularly concentrated in the morning.   
 
The Health and Safety of our pupils is paramount and we are unwilling to wait for a collision to happen before we 
take action. Pupils must also have confidence that the school will always address concerns about their safety. 
Therefore we are informing all families of Dean Trust Wigan and Lamberhead Green Primary School that the Main 
Gates to the Dean Trust Wigan school car park will be closed to vehicles between 8.25am-9.00am on weekdays, 
from November 1st 2021. The Main School Gates will not be re-opened to vehicles at all between 8.25am-9.00am, 
unless access for emergency vehicles is required. We will continue to monitor the situation at the end of the school 
day as the term progresses.  
 
We have asked parents to arrange to drop off and pick up pupils on other surrounding streets away from school 
and Greenhey, while taking care not to block residents’ driveways. We do of course fully encourage Dean Trust 
Wigan pupils to walk, cycle or use public transport to get to school. We have strongly advised against pick-ups and 
drop offs on Greenhey as this road gets very congested and turning space is very limited if blocked in.  
 
We do have a small number of pupils who must travel to our main doors by vehicular transport due to their 
physical needs. These families have a specific plan in place with the school to ensure that their children can access 
our facilities which will of course be maintained. We will contact them separately with specific arrangements.  
 
Having instigated a similar measure in other schools, I anticipate a week of adjustment, before families get in to 
new habits of picking up and dropping off.  
 
If any parents would like to speak with me about this do not hesitate to get in touch. 
 
 

 
 
Mr James Haseldine  
Executive Headteacher Dean Trust Wigan and Dean Trust Rose Bridge 
 


